IALEIA publishes a peer-reviewed journal on an annual basis. The JI&A is a scholarly publication that strives to “bridge the gap” between academic research and the practical techniques employed by criminal research specialists and intelligence experts worldwide.

**Objectives**

- **Publish** articles that advance the theoretical and research agenda of the intelligence and analytical fields.
- **Emphasize** empirical research, qualitative studies and scientific methodology with priority given to original research.
- **Includes** articles that advance the intelligence analysis profession.
- **Provide** a more informed dialogue about analytical policies, practices, and empirical procedures related to these policies and practices.
- **Recognize** research from field-level analysts and investigators; senior policy-making officials; private sector analysts; and, academia.

**Submission Guidelines**

- Must be original works.
- Must be written in English; adhere to American Psychological Association (APA) standards; be between 15 and 30 pages; double-spaced; full justification; and, use 12-point Courier or Times New Roman font.
- Must include an abstract and the author’s biography.
- Submitted in Word or .rtf format to: journal@ialeia.org. Corrupt files will not be opened or reviewed.
- **All manuscripts become IALEIA property and cannot be published elsewhere without IALEIA consent.**

**Review Process**

- JI&A Editor reviews materials to ensure they comply with guidelines.
- Review team and subject matter experts conduct simultaneous reviews.
- Review team validates submission’s originality.